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1. Is there an
a othernesss of you?? …separatte from the
he “real” of existencee you
identify so thoroughhly with? …and
…
painffully identiify with …w
we might addd! If so, must
you be onne or the otther of thesee selves?....can you noot be both? …
…and live bboth?
2. Is there ann otherwise than livingg dualities bby the judggment of rigght/wrong? …in
living riight·wrong in
i communiion [Book 7]
7 …are youu not livingg as you truuly desire? Is it
really wrong
w
to livee as you truuly desire?? …by your own authorrity and dec
eclaration …
…and
isn’t thaat preferablle to judginng all thinggs good orr evil? …annd struggliing endlessly to
avoid evvil and live righteously? …or feelling guilty ffor doing soomething wrrong?
3. Somewheree in your mind
m lies a neglected aand long-foorgotten sellf and life,, …a
creation not spokenn of by anciient teachinngs, religionns, or schoools of philoosophy …noor by
science, …not evenn by you! I know this self and liife exists foor me in a desirable pplace
and timee because I have been there!
t
…annd I know thhat a similaar self andd place existts for
you …beecause it muust exist!
4. This is not a self and life that wiill normallyy reveal itsself, you muust summonn that
world too you …orr summon yourself
y
to that time and place!! …when yyou do thatt, the
experiennce will com
mpletely trannsform [1D
D] your life …and who you think yyou are!
5. This self annd life is allways with me …and ffrequently aabides opennly in everything
…
at otheer times, I do not sum
mmon this ootherness …
…and abide in that selff and
I do, …yet,
place, …I
… let it slip
ip away!
6. Religion haas tried to bring this world alivve as paraddise or heavven …or as the
m of God, buut I know thhis is not a single placce for everyyone …it is a differentt time
kingdom
and diffferent placee for each person! …however, thhough diffeerent for eaach person,, this
othernesss world is not within each personn! …it is aall around eeveryone, juust as cellpphone
calls annd text messsages are all
a around, …have youu answeredd your call or messagee and
summoneed your tim
me and placce to you? …or will yyou let it bee neglected and forgottten?
…and evven denied?
? …again?
7. Do you havve a purposee and destinny in life? Do you bellieve there iis somethingg you
are to do?
d …or a position
p
youu are to atttain to? …ssomething yyou are to ccreate and ooffer
to otherss? …or is iti possible there
t
is a self
s and lifee you are tto summon fforth? …soo you
can consstantly live in communiion with thaat othernesss?
8. Is it possibble you are to summonn that self tto abide witth you at al
all times? …
…and
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that is the greatest and finest purpose and destiny for you? If so, do not struggle to
discover what you will do in communion, …form the relationship …and the rest will
become clear!
9. This other self and life is not an imaginary inner-world …it is a real world all
around you, …though the doorway to that world seems to be within you! Do not be
concerned about entering this world for fear that it will take you away from your self
and life today! …for it is vital that you communion with that otherness to expand your
self and life and awareness today!
10. Stop looking for an otherness or goodness or fineness to change your self and
life! …to secure you …and make you well and prosperous, …to protect you from “evil”
and undesirable matters in your body and life, …to keep you safe in the world around
you, …or to offer you what you truly desire!
11. You wanted life! …you have life! …and now you are destroying the body and
life you have …and want a savior to protect you from your self-created doing! …why do
you suppose that is?
12. Is it at all possible you do not love yourself? …or do not love yourself
gloriously? …and do not life yourself in accordance with self-love? …maybe because
such love is universally “condemned” as selfish? …and is it possible that this lack of
self-love alone is the root of doing in your body and life? …or sustains your doing?
…and is the lack of true goodness in your body and life today?
13. If you were awarefully living and loving the communion of yourself and your
otherness, …do you really suppose you would judge others, act against them, and do
“evil”? …or abide in undesirable thoughts and ways?
14. If you can be inspired by love to be fair and compassionate and do good works,
can you not be inspired by love of self to be fair and compassionate …and do good
works? …if not, then love cannot inspire you …and love is false! …for if love inspires,
it must do so no matter how it is expressed …or to whom!
15. Your otherness self and life is not spirited …it is mystical! …meaning it is
derived immediately by declaration or fiat! [Book 19] …just as thoughts are derived
immediately …rather than being created mediately through physical forms! …being
derived immediately your otherness is not composed …and will not decompose! …and
will therefore be with you eternally! [Book 11]
16. Your otherness self and life is a real world! …yet, being derived immediately, it
can exist and be lived and experienced in communion with your mediate self and life
today …without interference!
17. It is your awakened and enlivened illuminatedbeing …called resplendent [Book
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8] that is immediately enlivened!
18. Do not forsake the world of forms, the world of cause·effect and dualities …and
of judgments and illbeing [Book 19], …but do not limit your self and life to this
composed mediate world! …know ever that you are living this unacknowledged immediate
otherness as well! …but remember, this otherness is not a spiritual-you! …nor is it a
separate realm or kingdom of heaven, this physical otherness is communioned with you!
19. Nothing compares with the expansive awareness and realization of this world!
…and you have direct knowledge of this otherness …and access to this self and life
through communion and declaration! …it is that simple …direct …and immediate!
20. You should always be alert to the particular otherness that is personal and
private to you as you truly desire and declare, …and be desirous of entering your
doorway to that world!
21. If you are unwilling to summon yourself to your otherness, doesn’t it seem
foolish to continue living your same old beliefs and ways “as usual” and expect this to
transform you …and change the world around you?
22. Your problems do not rest on a lack of knowing! …and more knowledge of the
same beliefs and ways will not ease your body or life …or the world around you! …an
entirely new transfiguration is needed! [1D]
23. Generally accepted beliefs and ways …and patterns of life cannot alter the hurt
and harm you are still doing to yourself …and to others! …and love and compassion are
not solutions to this problem either, for all such actions merely follow in the footsteps of
generally accepted beliefs and behaviors.
24. All superficial changes of love and acceptance …and of forgiveness will not
change your pain and illness …or fear of death, your loneliness and disappointment,
your doubts and uncertainties about your self and life, or your lack of feeling safe and
secure! …actually, anything that seems to change or relieve these feelings perpetuates the
problem …and does you a terrible disservice! …for these feelings and actions are not the
problem! …nor do they cause the problem! …your search for relief is the problem!
25. Ever should you survive an illness or disease …and declare yourself to be a
survivor …you are not a survivor! …for you are still living this affliction in not living
as you truly desire! Life is much more than survival!
26. A struggle for relief is the nature of all “evil” in the world! …if only in that you
have judged what you are healing or resolving, or anxious to gain relief from, as not
good or right! …or being unsound and inferior, harmful or painful, disagreeable or
unpleasant, improper or offensive, …and even undesirable!
27. Do you suppose suffering exists? …or maybe you believe God permits suffering
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in life! Well, let’s see! Despite all of your beliefs, suffering means to be the one acted

upon …as distinguished from the one acting.
28. If you believe events and illnesses happen to you …you suffer! …if you believe
others act against you …you suffer! …if you believe evil exists …you suffer!
29. The unpleasant or terrible evils you see in life result from people attempting to
relieve or cure or change their “problems”! …this does not mean that caring and
compassion, helping others, or healing and relief of suffering is wrong or evil, …but
seeking relief instead of living as you truly desire is the genesis and act of evil …and the
source of all “wrong” in life!
30. As an illustration, …seeking relief from feeling weak and poor gives rise to acts
of violence against others for dominance and gain!
31. Seeking to relieve or lessen feelings of unimportance and lack of confidence and
assurance frequently creates acts of arrogance, contempt, and lordliness! …false pride
reveals a lack of self-love and genuine importance …and leads to struggles for pleasure
and self-gratification! …individuals suffering these feelings of lack will do almost
anything to lessen their suffering! Do you see in this how evil comes from people
attempting to overcome their problems and suffering? …without something to overcome,
these evil actions do not occur!
32. Do you understand that matter cannot act …it only suffers? …but you,
personalbeing-you, can certainly act …and live as you truly desire! …therefore, if you
suffer in any form, you relate too closely and completely to your body …and live your
life as a constant struggle to relieve your body of its suffering …which was created by
distorted judgments and conflicts.
33. Without your constant struggle for relief and comfort …and search for cures
and healings, peace will reign in your body and life!
34. What do you suppose would change if you dealt with all evil as a struggle for
relief? …realizing, also, that to offer relief merely continues the problem? How would
this begin transforming your self and life? …and help you live as you truly desire?
35. Are you willing to live your self and life based on how things must be at every
moment, …not on how things are? …and certainly not as distorted judgments have led
you to believe how things are?
36. What if the universe does not follow the distorted judgments of your language?
…which makes you believe things are a certain way …and not another way? …do your
beliefs and experiences prove you are “right” in how things are? …or merely reveal how
things must be …according to beliefs and experiences?
37. Do you believe it is possible for everyone to live together without the control of
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moral and legal “right”? Twice in the Book of Judges it is declared, “In those days there
was no king in Israel, but every man did that which was right in his own eyes.”
38. What would your life be like without a God? …would you do right, be caring
and compassionate, and help others only because that is the way you choose to live?
39. To live as you truly desire what is “right” in your own eyes is the ideal condition
of life! …and if you do “wrong”, or what is not right in your own eyes, any effort to
change or remedy that …or make amends continues what is not right in your own eyes!
…and all such actions are “evil doings”.
40. What would radically transform your self and life? …and your beliefs and
actions? …and enable you to begin anew in every moment without seeking to change
matters and gain relief from previous actions and activities? …or without struggling to
overcome or be forgiven? …for, believe it or not, living as you truly desire is the
fundamental nature of life …and the universe!
41. Are you willing to introduce others to self-love? …to the otherness of
themselves? …to a loving communion with themselves? …to living that which is right in
their own eyes? …to being as they truly desire? …and to living anew at every moment?
42. Could you imagine your resurrecting yourself anew in every moment?
43. No matter their form, changes and healings and restorations of your body and
matters in your life will never ease or resolve your problems! …a new humanness is
needed! …what do you suppose would bring about a new humanness in you that does not
require constant relief and changes? …does it seem that an eternalbeing-otherness would
strengthen you …and help you? …and derive a new humanness?
44. Is it possible that your view of life …and the image you have of yourself in life
is a narrow and distorted judgment? …not a clear picture or perception? How do you
suppose this distorted judgment affects every of affects your self and life today?
45. Unfortunately, it seems you won’t broaden your awareness or transform your
distorted judgments of yourself and life …or derive a new humanness until your present
beliefs and ways are too painful and unmanageable to continue! …you want change and
relief from your “life as usual” while you continue your “life as usual”, …does that make
any sense to you? …and having faith that someone or something will change you and
your life makes no sense either!
46. Do not look for a Savior to offer forgiveness …or to save you from your
personal self-created struggles and adversities! …begin again …and do only that which
is right in your own eyes!

You can change the world one person at a time!

